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The Samson CraneDeckTM is a simple and easy to use cantilever 
crane loading platform designed for the loading of general 
construction materials, quickly and safely into or out of high-
rise construction projects.  

Quickly and easily installed into either steel or concrete framed structures, the Samson 

CraneDeck can dramatically reduce the time it takes to load out floors by lifting materials 

directly from transport to the required floor whilst vastly increasing crane productivity on site.

A ‘flush to floor’ landing deck allows tall objects such as pre-fabricated bathroom pods to 

be easily installed between floor plates with no loss of headroom.

Folding rear props allow for easy installation with a luffing jib crane and the ability to adjust 

the props at head height without using a ladder means there is no working at height when 

tightening the props to the soffit.

Other safety features unique to the Samson CraneDeck are side panels that extend fully 

into the building so no gaps at the slab edge plus a load bearing outer rail in place of the 

hazardous gates often found on other cantilever platforms.

Available in various sizes and capacities to suit any application, the Samson CraneDeck 

is a simple, robust and value for money option for contractors needing to lift and load out 

materials quickly and safely on high-rise construction sites.

The CraneDeck is designed and manufactured in Great Britain by Samson Equipment 

Ltd, the industry experts in innovative lifting and handling equipment to the high-rise 

construction industry.
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Super lightweight design** 
reduces the loadings on the 

supporting structure

   * Unique to Samson CraneDeck
** Compared to other manufacturers

A shorter inboard** means less 
obstruction within the building

Side panels extend past the 
slab edge into the building so no 

gaps in edge protection*

Props can be tightened at 
head height without the 
need for ladders or steps*

Fold down 
props for easy 
installation 
with luffi  ng 
jib cranes*

Key features

Perfectly positioned lifting 
eyes ensure a level lift with 
no adjustment of crane 
chains needed*

Load bearing top rail 
can support long loads 
such as scaff old tubes 
and formwork beams*

Solid end panels instead of gates 
keep operatives extra safe*
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Technical specifi cation 

Bespoke sizes 
and capacities 
manufactured 
to order. 
Call 0800 177 7650 
for more details.

TYPE
INTERNAL

WIDTH
OUTBOARD

EXTERNAL
WIDTH

INBOARD
SELF

WEIGHT
SWL

FD20 2000 mm 4000 mm 2340 mm 3500 mm 1600 kg 5000 kg

FD25 2500 mm 4000 mm 2840 mm 3500 mm 1800 kg 5000 kg

FD26 2600 mm 3000 mm 2900 mm 3000 mm 1200 kg 3000 kg

FD27 2700 mm 4500 mm 3040 mm 3500 mm 2100 kg 5000 kg

FD30 3000 mm 4000 mm 3340 mm 3500 mm 2200 kg 5000 kg

FD35 3500 mm 4000 mm 3840 mm 3500 mm 2400 kg 5000 kg

FD40 4000 mm 4000 mm 4340 mm 3500 mm 2600 kg 5000 kg
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